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Assessment of two shearing practices on animal welfare in alpaca using infrared thermography
A. Cruz1, S. Quispe-Potosino1, I. Cervantes2, A. Burgos1 and J.P. Gutiérrez2
1Fundo Pacomarca, INCATOPS S.A., Miguel Forga 348, Arequipa, Arequipa, Peru, 2Universidad Complutense de Madrid,
Facultad de Veterinaria, Avda Puerta de hierro s/n, 28035, Spain; gutgar@ucm.es
Shearing affects the alpacas` welfare and causes stress which can lead to an increased abortion rate. Traditional shearing
(T) is usually carried out with scissors, while a shearing machine is used in the mechanised (M), being much faster
and supposedly less stressful. Animal stress has been reported to be indirectly assessed by increased cortisol levels,
decreased blood glucose levels, increased heart rate and increased rectal temperature, but invasive manipulations
also influencing the animal welfare are needed to obtain these values. Therefore, this study aims to compare the
stress produced by both shearing methods using the eye temperature as an indicator measuring it before (B), during
(D) and after (A) shearing, by using infrared thermography as a non-invasive method. Temperatures were measured
from one meter distance from the lacrimal caruncle, with a Flir E6xt infrared thermographic camera, adjusting for
the environment temperature and emissivity to the value of 0.98. A total of 212 alpacas from two herds (180 and 32)
in southwestern Peru were registered for at least one of the three temperatures in each animal. Shearing time was also
registered. A total number of records of 65, 185 and 16 temperatures for B, D and A the shearing, and records of 38,
11 and 15 temperature differences D-B, A-B and A-D were obtained, respectively. The six variables were analysed
using a multivariate generalised linear model including herd and method of shearing as effects. All the temperatures
were also jointly analysed fitting also the stage (B, D or A). Mean values were 35.77 °C, 37.13 °C, 36.16 °C for B,
D, and A temperatures and 1.18, 0.55 and -0.45 for D-B, A-B and A-D differences respectively, showing significant
differences in temperatures between D and the other stages of the shearing (p <0.05). The differences D-B, A-B and
A-D were respectively for T and M, 1.50 and 1.13, 0.74 and 0.38, and -0.76 and -0.30. There seemed to be relevant
differences between shearing methods being M less stressful, but they were not significant and more records are
needed to confirm this hypothesis. In addition, mean shearing time was respectively 1,065 and 230 seconds for T and
M, showing longer exposure to stress in the first one.
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Which feeding behaviours of dairy calves are associated with BRD bouts?
M.C. Cantor, M.M. Woodrum Sester and J.H.C. Costa
University of Kentucky, Dairy Science Program, 404 W.P. Garrigus Building, 325 Cooper Drive, Lexington, KY, 40546,
USA; costa@uky.edu
Bovine Respiratory Disease Complex (BRD) affects calf welfare and productivity. The aim of this study was to
investigate if feeding behaviours changed during the 7 d proceeding clinical BRD diagnosis in preweaned calves. A
cohort of calves were health scored daily, lung ultrasound scored and weighed twice weekly from birth until 2 weeks
post-weaning (90 d). Two automatic feeders (milk and starter) recorded daily intake, drinking speed, rewarded and
unrewarded visits. Milk allowance was 10 l/d of milk replacer for 50 d. Clinical BRD was defined as UW-calf (>4)
and positive lobar (>2.99 cm2) consolidation on ultrasound. Only BRD prior to weaning was included: 50 BRD calves
were paired-to-healthy calves by season, age, and weight. The effect of BRD on feeding behaviour for 7 d proceeding
BRD was assessed in a linear model, with health status (BRD yes/no) as a fixed effect, grouped by pair, and time
was a repeated measure with calf as the subject. Calves were on average, 32.0±12.5 d of age at clinical BRD, and
weighed 55.7±10.0 kg. There was a significant day by health status interaction for milk intake, unrewarded visits and
starter intake. Milk intake was lower for BRD calves on d -7, -6, -5, -4, and on d -3 (P=0.01), but not on d -2 and d
-1. Milk intake tended differ d 0 (healthy 9.3±0.3 vs BRD 8.6±0.3 l/d; P=0.06). Drinking speed and rewarded visits
were not different. Yet, unrewarded visits tended to be lower for BRD on d -6 and d -5; (P=0.05), and were lower
on d -4, -3, -2, and -1 (-2.2±0.8 visits; P=0.01). Unrewarded visits were also different on d 0 and higher for healthy
calves (healthy 4.1±0.6 vs BRD 2.4±0.6 visits; P=0.03). Starter intake was lower for BRD calves on d -7, -6, -5, -4,
-3, and d -2 (P=0.001), but not on d -1. Starter intake differed on d 0 (healthy 0.32±0.04 vs BRD 0.14±0.04 kg/d;
P=0.001). Results suggest that milk and starter intake are associated with clinical BRD as early as -7 d, but feeding
behaviour the day prior to clinical BRD is not different from the day of diagnosis. Unrewarded visits remained lower
than healthy calves closer to the day of BRD diagnosis (-4 d to d 0). Results suggest feeding behaviours are associated
with clinical BRD days before diagnosis and may be used in a predictive model.
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